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About the Anchors
Aweigh Editor:

MIDN 4/C Acton is a First Year
student from Austin, Texas.
This is her second semester

Batallion. During the 2023
Spring Semester she also has

the role of PQS MIC. MIDN
Acton enjoys running, lifting
weights, and reading in her

spare time. She is also involved
in the on-campus triathlon

club.

being a part of the Tarheel









4/C
Experience

The



UNC ROTC Batallion participated in a Leadership Lab.
It was held every Thursday and organized by the Fall

Throughout the semester all of the members of the

Semester Operations Officer: MIDN 2/C

included paint ball, water-survival, a high ropes course,
firefighting, and outdoor survival training.

Vangelopoulos. Some of the labs this past semester





midshipmen below me in order to
help guide their decision to Fly Navy!

experience, was being provided with the opportunity to
My second, and likely most influential NROTC aviation

career upon commissioning and hope to
share my experiences with the

travel to El Centro, California with VFA-106, the Gladiators.
During this cruise I not only was able to ride in the back
seat of an F-18 Super Hornet during simulated bombing

escapades and low pass practice, but I also had the

The first was during CORTRAMID when VFA-103, the Jolly
Rogers, took my MIDN class up in T-34s and let us fly the
aircraft for a significant portion of the flight. Since this

cruise took place in Norfolk, my pilot took me down to the
Outer Banks where I was able to see my hometown and be
seen by my high school friends who I had informed that I

would be flying down the coast that afternoon.

opportunity to work with a Dutch special forces unit who
was working on getting their JTAC qualifications. This
cruise was action-packed and provided me with the

opportunity to live alongside the students and instructors in
the VFA community. I never thought that one three-week
encounter with a group of people would have such a large

influence on my life and my career choice. After being
taken in by the VFA-106 community and realizing how

much I enjoyed this platform, I knew that being a Naval
Aviator was going to be my top choice.I decided to place

Student Naval Aviator as my top choice for service
assignment and I am proud to say that the Navy did select

me as a Student Naval Aviator. Although I knew that I
would enjoy the service I was assigned to regardless, I am

very grateful that the Navy decided to place me into a
service that I have dreamed of being a part of for a long

time. I am thrilled to begin my Aviation

Entering the NROTC program here at UNC I was
torn as to which naval service I wished to be

selected into. The services that I most preferred

experiences during my summer cruises.

were Aviator, NFO, EOD, or SWO; but all had
their perks. Having lived on the Outer Banks of
North Carolina, the birthplace of aviation, I was
raised with a major appreciation for flight. As

a part of my elementary schooling, I was taught
all about aviation history and was granted the

opportunity to go up in an aircraft when I turned
10 years old. There are not many things more

exciting to a child than flying for the first time.
I believe that this childhood experience was a

significant factor in my service selection decision.
While being a part of the UNC NROTC program

I was granted two extremely rewarding aviation

Service Selection

by MIDN 1/C Sylvia,
projected commisioning

May 2023
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to have outlets for rest, relaxation, and rejuvenation. While on the surface, ice hockey
doesn’t seem inherently restful or relaxing, it has been an important escape and haven for
me growing up and at UNC. Playing for the club ice hockey team at UNC has provided me

One thing I’ve learned throughout my experience in college and NROTC, is that it’s important

with tons of opportunities I wouldn’t have had otherwise. It has allowed me to see parts of
the country that I would have never visited – I probably could’ve gone without ever having

Battalion PT and provides me with opportunities to grow as a leader. This past season, I
served as the club president off the ice, and an alternate captain on the ice. These roles gave
me the opportunity to put into practice a lot of the leadership principles that I learn in class
and at leadership lab. Being a hockey player has particularly challenged my peer leadership

stepped foot in Charleston, West Virginia. It also helps to keep me physically fit outside of

skills, an area in which I’ve seen large personal growth since beginning college and the
NROTC program. It also gives me a chance to exert energy and helps me maintain a

competitiveness and desire to win that I plan to carry over into my Naval career. Ultimately,
playing hockey at Carolina has been my favorite collegiate extracurricular because of the

connections I’ve formed with teammates and the UNC community, its impact on my
personal and professional development, and the memories I’ve made on and off the ice.

UNC Club Hockey
by MIDN

Leadership in

Kendrick-Holmes
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